A boundary condition (BC) related mixed element method is presented to address the corner problem in boundary element method (BEM) for 3D elastostatic problems. In this method, noncontinuous elements (NCEs) are only used at the displacement-prescribed corners/edges and continuous elements (CEs) in other places, which can decrease the degrees of freedom (DOFs) compared to the approach using NCEs at all corners/edges. Moreover, an automatic generation algorithm of BC related mixed linear triangular elements is implemented with the help of 3D modeling engine ACIS, and the boundary element analysis (BEA) is integrated into CAD systems. In order to solve large scale problems, the fast multipole BEM (FMBEM) with mixed elements is proposed and utilized in the BEA. The examples show that the node shift scheme adopting 1/4 is optimal and the BEM/FMBEM using mixed elements can produce more accurate results by only increasing a small number of DOFs.
Introduction
The boundary element method (BEM) [Mukherjee and Liu (2013) ], due to its high accuracy and dimension reduction characteristics, has been widely applied in a variety of engineering problems including potential problem [Liu and Nishimura (2006) ], elastostatics [Wilde and Aliabadi (1998) ], fluid dynamics [Chahine and Kalumuck (1998) ], thermodynamics [Dong et al. (2014) ; Prochazka and Lok (2012) 
Y. Wang et al. and acoustics [Tadeu et al. (2001) ; Zheng et al. (2012) ]. However, its application to some kinds of problems (e.g., elastostatics) poses great challenge when solving domains have sharp corners and/or edges. It is because that the outward normals are all different at the elements adjacent to the nodes at the corners or edges.
Over the past years, a number of methods have been presented to deal with these difficulties. Jaswon and Symm [1977] circumvented these difficulties by rounding off the sharp corners and edges, but this method could not get accurate results along original sharp corners and edges where stress concentration often occurs. Another method is "unique traction" assumption which assumes that the tractions at a node of an edge or a corner are unique [Lachat and Watson (1976) ], but this method can give rise to significant errors [Gao and Davies (2002) ]. Nevertheless, the most prevalent and efficient methods fall into the following two categories: multiple node methods and mixed element methods [Subia et al. (1995) ]. The multiple node methods introduce additional nodes then use auxiliary equations to compute extra unknown tractions. Some researchers, such as Chaudonneret [1978] , Zhang and Mukherjee [1991] obtained the auxiliary equations from Hooke's law, and some others, for example, Duenser [2001] , Gao and Davies [2000] derived the auxiliary equations from stress symmetry and the equilibrium of differential equations. However, the multiple node methods are somehow artificial and could not be used for problems with variable geometries/boundary conditions (BCs) and multi-region problems [Beer et al. (2008) ]. The mixed element methods use noncontinuous elements (NCEs) along the sharp edges and corners to circumvent different outward normals at those locations. Chai et al. and Mi and Aliabadi [1992] used these methods in 3D fracture mechanics analysis, Guzina et al. used these methods in 3D solid mechanics, and Gao and Davies [2000] adopted them in 3D multi-region problems.
Although the mixed element methods have more advantages than the other methods as the statement above, the automatic generation of mixed elements for any geometry has to be figured out before their application to practical engineering problems. Despite plenty of meshing approaches have been used in quadrilateral or triangular element generation, such as geometry decomposition approach, node connection approach, mapped element approach and grid-based approach [Ho-Le (1988) ; Owen (1998) ], there is no fully automatic meshing approach which has been published to obtain noncontinuous/continuous mixed elements for arbitrary geometries as far as we know. Considering that element generation is one of the most important factors that influence the analytical time, and in some cases it may take up majority of the analytical time, any improvements or acceleration in the meshing procedure are of great industrial interest [Simpson et al. (2012) ].
In this paper, BC related mixed triangular boundary elements and their automatic generation algorithm are presented for 3D elastostatic problems. The mixed boundary elements consist of two kinds of elements: NCEs are just distributed at the surface edges or corners where the displacements are prescribed, and continuous elements (CEs) are distributed in other places. In order to decrease total degrees
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of freedom (DOFs) as many as possible, the NCEs are further divided into three types: one-node NCEs, two-node NCEs and three-node NCEs. The element generation algorithm meshes geometries with CEs based on ACIS Faceting function [Spatial (2004) ], and then automatically uses different NCEs to replace the CEs at displacement-prescribed edges or corners with the help of ACIS feature recognition. Therefore, this element generation algorithm can be directly integrated into any CAD software with ACIS kernel. The linear triangular elements are used because they can accurately represent the geometries [Cayol and Cornet (1997) ] and automatically be generated for geometries [Lee and Joun (2008) ]. In order to solve large scale problems, the mixed element method is applied to the fast multipole BEM (FMBEM) ; Chen and Xiao (2009); Wang et al. (2013 Wang et al. ( , 2015 ] which can reduce the BEM's complexities of both time and space from O(N 2 )
to O(N ). The outline of this paper is as follows: In Sec. 2, the BEM in 3D elastostatics is presented including boundary integral equations, the element integration formulations for both linear triangular CEs and linear triangular NCEs and the explanation of problems of edges and corners. In Sec. 3, the detailed automatic generation algorithm for BC related mixed boundary elements is described. In Sec. 4, the theory and algorithm of the FMBEM with mixed elements is proposed. In Sec. 5, examples demonstrate the efficiency of the BC related mixed boundary elements and their application in FMBEM for 3D elastostatic problems. Finally, we summarize this paper and make further discussions in Sec. 6.
BEM in 3D Elastostatics

Boundary integral equations
Assuming the body forces are zero, the discrete boundary integral equations for 3D elastostatics can be written as [Gao and Davies (2002) ]
where a summation is to be carried out over the range of two identical subscripts, i, j = 1-3, α denotes the αth node in the k-node element, M is the number of elements, S e represents the integration domain of the element e, N α (Q) is the interpolation function of the αth node at point Q, u α j (Q) and t α j (Q) are components in j direction of displacements and tractions at the αth node of the element e where Q belong to, c ij (P ) are free-term coefficients, U ij (P, Q) and T ij (P, Q) are the Kelvin's fundamental solutions for displacements and tractions as follows [Brebbia et al. (1984) ]
where v is Poisson's ratio, µ is shear modulus, δ ij is the Kronecker delta (i = j, δ ij = 1; else, δ ij = 0), n is the outward normal of the S e , r is the distance between the source point P and the field point Q, ( ), k is the partial derivative in the direction k of coordinates.
To produce a closed set of equations, Eq. (1) is written for each node P in turn. It can be observed that the integrals in Eq. (1) are carried out over each element. Let us assume that the integrals have been computed with the result that
Se
Equation (1) can be described as
Equation (1) also has the matrix representation CEs are the elements which use the same functions for the element shape and the interpolations of physical quantities inside the elements. A linear triangular CE (vertices coincide with nodes) is shown in Fig. 1(a) , and the relationships between a source point P (a node of an element) and an element S e are shown in Figs. 1(b) and 1(c). When point P is out of element S e , the integrals in Eqs. (3a) and (3b) are nonsingular which can be computed by Hammer numerical quadrature method [Dunavant (1985) ] after mapping the element to a dimensionless local coordinate system (ξ 1 , ξ 2 ) as Fig. 2 , then Eqs. (3a) and (3b) can be written as
where J(ξ 1 , ξ 2 ) is the Jacobian of the parametric domain. The shape functions of element nodes are [Beer et al. (2008)] .
which can be applied in the interpolations of geometric shape and physical quantities inside the elements. When point P intersects element S e , the integrals in Eqs. (3a) and (3b) are singular where Hammer numerical quadrature method cannot be used directly. An efficient singularity subtraction approach for CEs presented by Hu and Chen [1997] is used here, which maps triangular area from the local coordinate to another local coordinate system (ρ 1 , ρ 2 ) (see Fig. 3 ) then uses the Jacobian of the coordinate transformation to remove O(1/r) singularity, and we call this approach coordinate transformation singularity subtraction (CTSS).
The coordinate transformation formulations is shown as 
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2nd Reading where t > 1 (t is chosen to 2 in this paper, more details can be found in Hu and Chen [1997] ), the Jacobian of the coordinate transformation from (ξ 1 , ξ 2 ) to (ρ 1 , ρ 2 ) is J 2 (ρ 1 , ρ 2 ) which can remove O(1/r) singularity, and
Finally, the triangular element needs to be mapped to a coordinate system (ξ 1 , ξ 2 ) with formulations
and the Jacobian of the coordinate transformation J 3 (ξ 1 , ξ 2 ) equals to 2. Hammer numerical quadrature formulations are used to compute all G e ij (P, Q) and most of H e ij (P, Q) except point P is coincident with the αth node of element S e by the formulations as follows
The final shape functions of element nodes (under coordinate system (ξ 1 , ξ 2 )) are
When point P is coincident with the αth node of element S e , the integral in Eq. (3b) has O(1/r 2 ) singularity. However, we can avoid this O(1/r 2 ) singular integral to get the diagonal block coefficients of [H ] in Eq. (6) by rigid body movement method (RBMM) as [Gao and Davies (2002)] [H ]
where N is the number of nodes, δ pq is the Kronecker delta, the subscripts i and j range from 1 to 3, and the superscripts p and q refer to the nodes. 
NCE integration
The geometric vertices of NCEs used to define element geometric shape are the same as CEs, but the one or some nodes used for interpolations of physical quantities are moved inside the element. There are three types of NCEs shown in Fig. 4 : one-node NCEs, two-node NCEs and three-node NCEs. The nodes inside the elements are called discontinuous nodes and the nodes coincide with vertices are called continuous nodes. Similar to CE integration, NCE integration also can be divided into nonsingular, O(1/r) singular and O(1/r 2 ) singular.
When point P is out of a NCE S e , the integrals in Eqs. (3a) and (3b) are nonsingular which can be computed similar to Eqs. (8a) and (8b) by Hammer numerical quadrature method, but the shape functions for element nodes are different. We map the element to a dimensionless local coordinate system (ξ 1 , ξ 2 ) as Fig. 2 , and then can get the local coordinates of the nodes in different cases as Fig. 5 .
In Fig. 5 , [n, m] is a marker which record the type of a NCE and locations of discontinuous node directly or indirectly, and s 1 and s 2 are used to represent local coordinates of discontinuous nodes. Letter n represents the n-node NCE, letter m means the mth node is a discontinuous node when n equals 1, is a continuous node when n equals 2, and is set to 3 when n equals 3 (all nodes are discontinuous nodes). The definition of s 1 and s 2 is
where l 1 and l 2 are the node-vertex and node-side distances defined in Fig. 5 . The shape functions of element nodes are derived in Table 1 . When source point P coincides with a geometric vertex of a NCE S e , the integrals in Eqs. (3a) and (3b) are singular. The CTSS approach used in CEs (Eqs. (13a) and (13b)) can be directly used in element S e to remove O(1/r) singularity, and the final shape functions of element nodes are obtained from (1,0) When point P coincides with a discontinuous node of a NCE S e , the integrals in Eqs. (3a) and (3b) are also singular. In this case, the nodes and the interpolation points of Hammer numerical quadrature may be so close (distance of source point to an interpolation point is too small) that it may cause wrong results. In order to solve this problem, we divided element S e into three continuous sub-elements S e,1 , S e,2 and S e,3 as Fig. 6 , then the integrals are described as
Y. Wang et al. Table 1 . Shape functions of element nodes in different NCEs. Nodes of subelements where
is the interpolation function of the αth node of original NCE S e at point Q k of the sub-element S e,k . In each sub-element, nodal displacements and tractions are represented by nodal value interpolation of element S e with shape functions under the local coordinate system of element S e , then O(1/r) singular integrals of each sub-element can be computed by the CTSS approach as a CE (refer Eqs. (13a) and (13b)). The O(1/r 2 ) singular integrals can also be circumvented by
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Smooth nodes Sharp nodes 
Analysis of corner/edge problems
The nodes on smooth surfaces (red nodes in Fig. 7 ), named smooth nodes by us, have unique displacements and tractions, and each node has three displacement components and three traction components (three components are unknown) for 3D elastostatic problems. The other nodes (blue nodes in Fig. 7 ) on sharp corners or edges, called sharp nodes in this paper, have unique displacements but multivalued tractions, and each node has three displacement components and more than three traction components (three or more components are unknown). Since the boundary integral equations can generate only three equations per node, the number of equations at corner or edge nodes is insufficient if more than three unknown components need to be obtained at those nodes, which causes corner/edge problems. Actually, when a domain with curved surfaces, such as a sphere or a cylinder, is discretized into linear elements, the normal vectors of the elements around a node are also not equal. It means that the element discretization error will also cause discontinuity of normal vectors at nodes. Fortunately, this discontinuity can be ignored in the BEM, since the normal vectors can be considered the same for the elements around a node when the element size is small enough, and the element refinement can reduce this discontinuity. Sometimes, using high-order elements still cannot completely remove this discontinuity, but a new computational method called isogeometric analysis [Hah et al. (2013) ; Hughes (2005) ] can solve this discontinuous problems thoroughly, since the isogeometric analysis uses exact CAD model instead of discrete model for the analysis.
Generation Algorithm of BC Related Mixed
Boundary Elements
BC related mixed boundary elements
In Sec. 2.3, the nodes are divided into smooth nodes and sharp nodes according to their locations. Although the tractions are multi-valued at sharp nodes because of Y. Wang et al. different outward normals on the intersectant surfaces, in most practical cases, the tractions are prescribed so that the unknowns are displacements which are uniquely defined and the number of equations is sufficient for the unknowns. It means that the corner/edge problems can be avoided by appropriately assembling the system equations according to BCs when tractions are prescribed at sharp nodes. Therefore, it may cause corner/edge problems when only displacements are prescribed at sharp nodes. According to the relationships between BCs and corner/edge problems, we present a BC related mixed boundary element approach to deal with corner/edge problems. In our approach, NCEs are just distributed at the surface edges or corners where the displacements are prescribed and CEs are distributed in other places.
A cube example of different element distribution strategies is shown in Fig. 8 . Compared to the approach that distributes NCEs at all edges and corners, one obvious advantage of our approach is that the number of CEs which will increase nodes are greatly reduced (see Figs. 8(b) and 8(c)). When an original node is surrounded by discontinuous nodes, the node should be removed (see the removed nodes in Fig. 8 ).
Automatic element generation algorithm
The mixed element generation algorithm is implemented by developing the 3D CAD software InterSolid, whose geometric engine is ACIS, developed by National CAD Support Software Engineering Research Center of China. The 3D ACIS Modeler is a 3D modeling engine owned by Spatial Corporation, which is the geometry kernel of AutoCAD, Autodesk Inventor and many other well-known CAD applications [Kaufmann (2009) ]. The mixed element generation algorithm can be divided into three major steps: 
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(1) Meshing geometries with CEs (CE generation); (2) Adding BCs where the displacement-prescribed nodes and elements at corners and edges are picked up (BC adding); (3) Using NCEs to automatically replace the CEs at displacement-prescribed edges and corners (NCE generation). Triangular elements are used in our algorithm because they can accurately represent and automatically be generated for any geometry.
We clarify some common parameters that will be used throughout the following sections. The number of nodes in CEs is N 1 , the number of nodes in NCEs is N 2 , the number of elements is M . Array elements, the jth displacement component of the ith node in CEs (j = 0, 1 and 2 present x-, y-and z-direction components).
Array elements, the jth displacement component of the kth node in the ith NCE (j = 0, 1 and 2 present x-, y-and z-direction components).
Array elements, the jth traction component of the kth node in element i.
Array elements, the jth outward normal component of element i (j = 0, 1 and 2 present x-, y-and z-direction components). Vnode [i] Array elements, a marker marks that ith node in CEs should be removed (removed nodes in Fig. 8) or not when NCEs are generated (remove = 1, reserve = 0). Nd [i] Array elements, store node number of the ith displacement-prescribed corner/edge node. Ed [i] Array elements, store element number of the ith displacement-prescribed corner/edge element.
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2nd Reading approximate polygonal representations for the surfaces of a body while maintaining edge consistency between adjacent surfaces. Surface faceting is performed by subdividing the surface in parameter space with a grid whose increments are determined through refinement parameters. The faceted representation of a surface is also called a mesh [Spatial (2004) ] which are applied directly for meshing geometries to avoid writing a mesh algorithm and integrating it with CAD software. However, the original ACIS face meshing function does not completely satisfy the boundary element analysis (BEA) requirements. Some improvements are listed as follows: (1) optimize element quality by merging and remeshing poor quality elements; (2) define data structures to extract vertices' coordinates and relationships among elements and nodes; (3) compute outward normals of all elements. The CE generation is completed by ACIS inner functions which will not be discussed in detail here.
BC adding
This part interacts with user's operations between CE generation and NCE generation. In our code, the displacement BCs are assigned to nodes and the traction BCs are assigned to elements, which is similar to the BC assignation in BEMECH code written by Gao and Davies [2002] . The flowchart of a BC adding operation is shown in Fig. 9 . In the whole BC adding process, people interaction operations just exist in the surface selection, BC position selection and BC value assignation. ACIS inner function api entity point distance [Spatial (2004) ] which can obtain the distance between nodes and edges based on B-Rep [Marchetta and Forradellas (2010) ] of geometries is used to identify displacement-prescribed nodes on edges. If the distance is 0, the 
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node is on an edge (nx ∈ E Fi 1 ∼ E Fj k in Fig. 9 ), and there is no need to identify nodes at corners because corners are edge intersections. The ERA is automatically implemented by a computer, after which different types of NCEs are generated to replace the displacement-prescribed CEs at corners and edges. It needs to notice that the NCEs which will increase the total number of nodes but will not increase the number of elements. Subsequently, the data can be used for BEA with BC related mixed boundary elements. The whole generation algorithm of BC related mixed boundary elements is completed.
FMBEM with BC Related Mixed Elements
The FMBEM is a combination of BEM and fast multipole method (FMM), which adopts the hierarchical tree data structure and reduces the BEM's complexities 
Fundamental formulations
In this section, we only give a brief introduction to the FMBEM formulations, and more detail can be found in Yoshida [2001] and Liu [2009] . ME is a series expansion to separate a source point from a field point by a middle point that is close to the field point, which converts the integration of fundamental solutions in Eq.
(1) on an element S e , as follows
where ( 
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The ME center can be moved from Q c to Q c by M2M translations
LE is similar to ME, which expands the U/T kernel integrals in Eq. (1) as
where G 
When the LE point is moved from P c to P c , we can use the following L2L translations
The algorithm of the FMBEM
The FMBEM algorithm consists of tree construction, upward pass and downward pass. The tree structure is used to store data and the upward pass and downward pass are the major processes of the FMBEM.
Tree construction
A improved dual-information adaptive tree [Wang et al. (2013) ] is used here, the tree of boxes containing both node and element information (including both continuous and discontinuous nodes and elements) is constructed by dividing the problem domain into smaller sub-domains recursively until the number of nodes in each sub-domain is less than a prescribed number. At the level 0, we define a cube box containing the whole domain. Boxes on level l + 1 are obtained by subdividing each box on level l into eight equal child boxes, then trim off empty child boxes. In order to implement the adaptive scheme, four lists associated with box b are defined as follows:
( 1 
Note that all boxes in L 4 (b) are childless. Fig. 11 shows the four lists for a box b in 2D where f represents the far field boxes of b (f will not be computed directly), and the lists for 3D problems can be obtained in the same way by replacing squares with cubes.
Upward pass
Upward pass can be divided into two steps: (1) compute multipole moment of each childless box b at its center by accumulating all element integrals in b; and (2) compute multipole moments of other boxes whose child boxes are not empty by M2M translation from the penultimate level to level 2. All the multipole moments are obtained except the boxes belong to level 0 and level 1.
Downward pass
Downward pass can be divided into following steps:
(1) From level 2 to the lowest level, loop over each box b of level l, M2L is used to translate the multipole moments of L 2 (b) to the local moment of b. Then, from The major difference between the FMBEM with mixed elements and the conventional FMBEM is that the direct computation needs to utilize different strategies according to different types of nodes and elements (see Sec. 2.2. Element integration formulations). The node-element integrals can be divided into eight types as Fig. 12 . For types (1) and (5), directly use the CE integration strategies in Sec. 2.2.1. CE integration. Note that there is not any singular integral in type (5). For types (2)- (4) and (6)- (8) 
Continuous node
Continuous element (CE)
One-node NCE Two-node NCE Three-node NCE Non-continuous node
(8) between types (2)-(4) and types (6)- (8) is that it needs to divide the element into sub-elements to solve the singular integral part in types (6)- (8) as Fig. 6 .
Solution
Generalized minimum residual (GMRES) method is used to solve Eq. (7) because of its high efficiency for solving dense nonsymmetric systems [Xiao and Chen (2007) ]. When GMRES method is used for the FMBEM, the only difference to the conventional GMRES method is that the matrix-vector multiplication [A]{v i } in each iterative step (v i is orthonormal basis vector, details can be found in Saad Y, Schultz [1986] ) is computed by the FMBEM. Block diagonal matrices based on each childless box in the FMBEM are used as the preconditioner according to the description in to accelerate convergences.
Examples and Analysis
After the generation of BC related mixed boundary elements, the main program, called MixBEM or MixFMBEM by us, we directly adopts the mixed boundary elements to compute the unknown displacements and tractions by conventional BEM or FMBEM according to the chosen method, and then compute the stresses of boundary nodes. In MixBEM and MixFMBEM, 7 point Hammer numerical quadrature method is used for triangular element integration. When the source point is very close to the element being integrated, the integration is nearly singular [Beer et al. (2008) ], and 16 point Hammer quadrature rule is used to reduce the integration error. The GMRES method is used to solve the equation system as Eq. (7), and the preconditioner is the diagonal matrix of matrix [A] in Eq. (7) for BEM and block diagonal submatrices based on each childless box for FMBEM.
BC Related Mixed Boundary Element and its Application in FMBEM
MixBEM and MixFMBEM are integrated into the 3D CAD software InterSolid whose kernel is ACIS that the CAD modeling, BC adding, mixed boundary element generation and BEA can be implemented in the same software environment. All the programs are executed on a laptop: CPU is Intel Core i7-3630QM (2.40GHz, 1 core is used), OS is Windows 7, RAM is DDR3 SDRAM (4 GB), the compiler is Microsoft Visual Studio 2008 (C/C++).
Example 1
In the first example, we solve a cube model (20 × 20 × 20 mm) by conventional BEM in which the traction is 10 MPa on the top surface, and the bottom surface, Line 1 and Line 2 are constrained at Z-direction, X-direction and Y -direction, respectively (see Fig. 13 ). Elastic modulus is 37.5 GPa and Possion's ratio is 0.25. The cube surfaces are meshed with 84 linear triangular elements (see Fig. 14) , the NCEs are only generated at the edges of the bottom surface, and all nodes of CEs are reserved in this case. The tolerance for convergence of the GMRES solution is set to 10 −5 .
The node shift c, which is the ratio of the node-moved distance to half the length of the node-moved route in an element (c = 2l 1 /(l 1 + l 2 ) in Fig. 15) , determines how the node locations of NCEs influences the computational effort and numerical accuracy. For quadrilateral elements, the node shift is presented with a similar definition as triangular elements shown in Fig. 15 , Mi and Aliabadi [1994] chose the node shift as 1/2 and the error less 4%, Subia et al. [1995] considered that the node shift equals to 1/3 is the best but between 1/20 and 3/5 is relatively constant for the results, Guzina et al. [2006] regarded the node shift in the range 1/20-1/4 is optimal. In view of the above node shift selection, we select node shift as 1/20, 1/10, 1/6, 1/4, 1/3, 1/2 and 3/5, and compare the stress results at Z-direction (traction adding direction) with analytical solution. We adopt two ways to compare accuracy of the results: one is selecting 14 different location nodes (marked in Fig. 14 compare the detailed errors (see Fig. 16 ), and the other is using the mean relative error (MRE) for all the 14 nodes by the equation
From Table 3 , it can be found out that the MRE is minimum (0.47%) when the node shift is 1/4, and all MREs remain relatively stable for node shifts in the range 1/20-3/5 (less than 4%). The solution is convergent in small iterative number when node shift is in the range 1/4-3/5, and iterative number increases when node shift is longer or shorter. Considering both MRE and iterative number, node shift should be selected to 1/4 as the best choice. From Fig. 16 , we find out that big errors occur at node 1, node 2, node 13 and node 14. The reason of the big errors is that these nodes are located at the intersection between CEs and NCEs where the accuracy is lower.
Example 2
The second example is a valve part which is solved by FMBEM. The size and BCs are shown in Fig. 17 , and the traction is 3 MPa on the irregular torus surface and all displacements are constrained on the four axial symmetry hole surfaces. Elastic 
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Y. Wang et al. modulus is 260 GPa, Possion's ratio is 0.3. The surfaces are meshed with 33,344 linear triangular elements for both MixFMBEM and "unique traction" FMBEM (only has linear triangular CEs and assumes the tractions of different elements at the same node are equal), and the node shift of MixFMBEM is selected to 1/4 according to the MRE and iterative number in Table 3 . The total numbers of DOFs generated by MixFMBEM and "unique traction" BEM are 53,127 and 52,551, respectively. It can be seen that the increment of the number of DOFs is small by our MixFMBEM. The max node number allowed in a childless box is 25 and the number of expansion terms is 6. The tolerance for convergence of the GMRES solution is set to 10 −3 . Since there is no analytical solution for such an irregular solid, we use finite element solution by commercial software ANSYS as benchmark solution. In ANSYS, 210,361 linear and 199,014 quadratic tetrahedral elements are generated with the same element size control as the FMBEMs, respectively, which are denoted by ANSYS-1 and ANSYS-2 in follows. The iterative number, total time and total memory of different methods are listed in Table 4 . The memory of ANSYS-2 contains two numbers which is divided by symbol " ", the front one is actual memory allocated for solver which uses the out-of-core memory mode (data need to be stored in hard disk temporarily), and the other one is memory required for in-core mode (data only are stored in memory) which is adopted in ANSYS-1. Symbol "-" means ANSYS uses direct solver where iterative number does not exist.
From Table 4 , it can be seen that the iterative number, total time and total memory of MixFMBEM are larger than those of FMBEM but the increment is not big. The reason for this is that the NCEs are introduced in MixFMBEM will increase the DOFs and complexity of direct computation part in the FMBEM (see Sec. 4.2.3). The memory use in FMBEMs is much lower than that in ANSYS because the dimension reduction characteristics help FMBEMs generate fewer elements. Note that most of memory in the FMBEM are used to store the coefficients of the preconditioner and solver. Taking the MixFMBEM as example, the memory used for the coefficients of the preconditioner and solver is nearly 270MB, and the memory shared by the FMM coefficients (multipole and local moments) is approximately 15MB and the other data such as nodes, elements BCs share the left memory.
The displacement results are shown in Fig. 18 , in which, we can get that the displacement distributing tendency of the three ways is the same. In order to compare the detailed displacement results computed by the different methods, we select eight nodes at different places (see Fig. 18 ) and compare their results in Fig. 19 , and MREs of the selected nodes (MixFMBEM/ANSYS-2, "unique traction" FMBEM/ANSYS-2 and ANSYS-1/ANSYS-2) are 3.1, 5.6 and 7.5%, respectively. In general, the quadratic element is more accurate than the linear element. Taking ANSYS-2 result as criterion, we can sequence the accuracy of the results from different methods as follows: ANSYS-1<"unique traction" FMBEM<MixFMBEM<ANSYS-2. This proves that MixFMBEM can obtain higher accuracy than the "unique traction" FMBEM. Note that both of the FMBEMs use linear elements obtain higher accuracy than ANSYS-1, which reflects that the BEM is more accurate than the finite element method (FEM). The Von Mises stress results are shown in Fig. 20 . We come to the similar conclusion as that of the displacement results but the stress error is bigger, 
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and the maximal stress errors of MixFMBEM/ANSYS-2, "unique traction" FMBEM/ANSYS-2 and ANSYS-1/ANSYS-2 are 10.8, 15.5 and 41.7%, respectively. The reason for this situation is that the accuracy of the stress is 1 order lower than the displacement accuracy. It means that the stress is only C 0 continuous for linear elements (used in FMBEMs and ANSYS-1), whose accuracy is much lower than the quadratic element (C 1 stress continuous) used in ANSYS-2. Comparing the max stress, it can be found that MixFMBEM is more accurate than the "unique traction" FMBEM, and the BEM is obviously more accurate than the FEM when the order of element is the same.
Conclusions
This paper presents a type of BC related mixed boundary elements and their efficient automatic generation technique to deal with corner/edge problems in 3D elastostatics. In this technique, NCEs are only generated at corners and edges where displacements are prescribed and CEs are distributed at all other places, which can decrease the increment of DOFs caused by NCEs as much as possible. The integrals in both CEs and NCEs are discussed in detail. With the help of ACIS, all CEs and NCEs can be automatically generated through some interacting operations (e.g., picking up surface and adding BCs) and the element generation algorithm presented in this paper. In order to solve large scale problems, the mixed boundary elements are introduced in the FMBEM and the algorithm is proposed. The BEA program is directly integrated into the 3D CAD software InterSolid whose geometric engine is ACIS, and therefore the CAD modeling and the BEA can run in the same environment that some time-consuming interacting operations between CAD models and boundary element models such as model simplification, model conversion and model modification can be easily realized. The examples show that the results are stable and reliable when the node shift in the range 1/20-3/5 and the accuracy of the BEA with BC related mixed boundary elements is higher than that only with CEs.
In the future, we will further work on the computational accuracy improvement and computational speed acceleration. In the accuracy improvement part, we want to use high accurate quadratic elements and evaluate the nearly singular integrals by some special techniques like subdivision of region of integration [Beer et al. (2008)] or semi-analytical algorithm [Niu et al. (2005) ]; in the speed acceleration part, we will further optimize our program and expect to use the BC related mixed boundary element in the new FMBEM [Liu (2006) ] to further improve the efficiency.
